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Abstract

embeddings is that the KG embeddings and text representations
are not learned in the same vector space. To overcome this issue,
some work tries to jointly learn KG and text embeddings. [17]
combines three alignment models to guarantee the vectors of
entities and words are in the same space. [18] also proves that
aligning word representation and entity embedding is beneficial
for entity disambiguation.
In this paper we propose a method that differs from previous work in: (I) We not only utilize an entity’s name label
and description, but also involve its connected neighbors in the
KG. We encode this rich representation of the entities directly
using a language model pre-trained on large scale unlabeled data,
specifically the BERT model, Hence, such representations are
naturally aligned with the text representations. (II) We do not
use rules, but aggregate multi-grained text matching similarities
in a ranking model. (III) Our method does not require a large
data set for the task domain to jointly train the entity and word
embeddings.
Our contributions are thus the following: (1) We propose
a new method for representing entities in the KG, and based
on such semantic representation, we perform multi-grained text
matching to derive a final similarity score between the text and
an entity. (2) We demonstrate that our EL system achieves the
state-of-the-art performance on a public benchmark dataset, and
conduct detailed analysis to understand our model’s strength and
limitation.

Entity Linking (EL) recognizes textual mentions of entities and
maps them to the corresponding entities in a Knowledge Graph
(KG). In this paper, we propose a novel method for EL on short
text using entity representations base on their name labels, descriptions, and other related entities in the KG. We then leverage
a pre-trained BERT model to calculate the semantic similarity
between the entity and the text. This method does not require a
large volume of data to jointly train word and entity representations, and is easily portable to a new domain with a KG. We
demonstrate that our approach outperforms previous methods on
a public benchmark dataset with a large margin.

1. Introduction
Entity Linking (EL) is the task of recognizing named entities in
the text and disambiguating them with the corresponding entities
in a Knowledge Graph (KG) such as Freebase and Wikidata. For
example, in the question “which basketball player is married
to monica?”, we need to link “monica” to the American singer
“Monica” who married to NBA player Shannon Brown. EL is
an important component for many applications related to KGs,
such as question answering over KG [1], conversational AI [2].
In voice-based intelligent assistant system such as Alexa, EL is
an essential component to fulfill users’ requests of taking actions
on entities [3].
A majority of research in EL targets long documents such
as Wikipedia abstracts [4]. Most of the previous methods are
evaluated over datasets such as TAC-KBP [5, 6], AIDA-CoNLL
[7], and ACE [8]. In the case of short text, which is the task
we are focusing on in this paper, there is usually no sufficient
context information for the disambiguation task, and the text
is often transcribed spoken language or written in an informal
format. Researchers have proposed several EL methods designed
specifically for short text, such as Tagme [9], S-MART [10], and
Falcon [11].
Recent work uses deep neural networks to learn the similarity between entity candidates and the mention along with
its context in the text. LSTMs and BERT models were used to
encode the contexts of mentions as well as entity descriptions
respectively in [12] and [13]. However, these approaches ignore the structure information of the KG, such as the relations
between entities specified in the KG. Some other work explicitly utilizes the KG structure by learning KG embeddings. [14]
learns KG embeddings using real and complex bilinear maps,
and generates the final similarity score using such KG entity
embeddings and CNN-based context representations. [15] further adds relation embeddings to their ranking model. Their
entity embeddings and relation embeddings are pre-trained using
TransE [16]. One potential limitation of using pre-trained KG
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2. Method
Similar to other EL methods, our system has three components:
(1) Entity tagging that identifies all the entity mentions in the
text; (2) Candidate retrieval from the KG for the extracted mentions; and (3) Entity ranking that evaluates the retrieved entity
candidates using various features and selects the best candidate.
Our key contribution is in the third component, which we will
describe in details after we briefly explain the first two parts.
The first step of entity mention detection is considered as a
sequence tagging problem, similar to named entity recognition
[19]. Here we do not differentiate among different types of
entities. With BIO tagging schema [20], we assign the tag “B”,
“I”, and “O” to tokens at the beginning of, inside, and outside the
entity mentions, respectively. We fine-tune a BERT base model
[21] using the training data for this task, that is, we feed the final
hidden representation of each token into a classification layer
over the BIO tag set and fine-tune the whole model.
For the second step of entity candidate search, we first create
an ElasticSearch [22] index with the entity labels from the KG.
For each mention, we apply both exact match and Levenshtein
edit distance based fuzzy match. To be resilient to possible errors
made in the mention detection step, we also expand or shrink the
entity mention span hypothesis by one token, and add the search
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we have o relational triples in total, we can compute o similarity
matrices, between the text and each relational triple as follows:

results for these adjusted mentions to the entity candidate set as
well.

rk
t
rk
Sij
= cosine(Vi,:
, Vj,:
)

2.1. Entity Ranking: Entity Fitness Scores

k = 1, 2, ..., o

where V rk is the semantic representations for the k-th relational
triple.
In this work, we sample a fixed-size of triples for each entity
candidate, as opposed to using all of its relational triples since
some entities may have thousands of neighbors. We propose a
context-aware KG sampling algorithm to sample M triples from
the KG for an entity candidate. The algorithm focuses on first
sampling those triples whose subject and object entities are both
mentioned in the original text. The pseudocode of this algorithm
is shown as follows.

We propose to represent each entity candidate using three kinds
of information from the KG: entity name labels, entity descriptions, and relations between entities, and thus use these to measure the goodness of each candidate via multi-grained text matching.
2.1.1. (A) Character-level Similarity Based on Entity Names
This measures the surface form similarity between the extracted
mention and the name label of an entity candidate. Rather than
using the string edit distance, we use a CNN to extract the
character-level features. For each character in a candidate’s
name, we map it to an embedding and then apply a convolutional
e
filter to obtain a feature vector θ e = [θ1e , θ2e , ..., θk−w+1
] ∈
k−w+1
, where k is the number of characters in the entity
R
label and w denotes the filter window width. With n filters,
we can get n such feature vectors and form a feature matrix
M e ∈ R(k−w+1)×n . Similarly, we apply the same n convolutional filters to the mention and compute its feature matrix
M t ∈ R(j−w+1)×n , where j is the number of characters in the
mention.
Inspired by previous work [23, 24], we compute a characterc
level similarity matrix S c , where each element Sij
represents
the correlation between w consecutive characters in the entity
mention and the candidate’s label:

Data: graph, subj, context candidates, M
Result: a list of relation triples
triples = [] ;
for entity in context candidates do
if entity is connected with subj via relation rel then
triples.append([subj, rel, entity]);
end
end
if len(triples) > M then
triples = sample(triples, M);
else
relations = sample(graph[subj], M − len(triples));
for rel in relations do
obj = sample(graph[subj][rel], 1) ;
triples.append([subj, rel, obj];
end
if len(triples) < M then
remaining = unselected [subj, rel, obj] triples ;
triples.append(sample(remaining,
M-len(triples));
end
end
return triples
Algorithm 1: Context-aware KG Neighbor Sampling

c
t
e
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2.1.2. (B) Token-level Similarity Based on Entity Descriptions
This measures the similarity between the text and the description
of an entity candidate, in order to evaluate if the entity matches
the context semantically. We use a BERT-base model to get the
semantic representation of each token. For the entity description
token sequence (w1e , w2e , ..., wne ), we generate a semantic feature
matrix V e ∈ Rn×D , where D is the dimension of word representation vectors. Similarly the semantic feature matrix for the
text with m tokens is V t ∈ Rm×D . Now, we compute a tokenw
level similarity matrix S w , where each element Sij
represents
the semantic similarity between one word wie in the candidate’s
description and wjt in the text:

2.1.4. (D) Overall Similarity
This is performed to compute the overall similarity between the
text and each entity candidate. Specifically, for the characterlevel name and description based similarity matrices, we use rowwise and column-wise max-pooling to get the most representative
features:

w
t
e
Sij
= cosine(Vi,:
, Vj,:
)

2.1.3. (C) Similarity based on Neighboring Entities
This still aims at measuring if an entity candidate matches the
text context. But for each entity candidate, we use its neighbors
together with the inter-relations in the KG as its representation.
This is expected to capture richer information of the entity and its
different usage. For example, representing “Meg Griffin” with
relational information such as “present in work: Family Guy”
would be useful for the EL task for the question “who originally
voiced meg on family guy?”. We thus propose to represent an
entity with a list of KG relational triples, each of which consists
of the entity (i.e., the subject), one of its neighbors (i.e., the
object), and the relation between them (i.e. the predicate).
To obtain the semantic representation of a relational triple
such as <“Meg Griffin”, “present in work”, “Family Guy”>, we
simply concatenate the words in the triple to form a sentence
and then obtain its BERT embedding. Assuming for an entity

zicr
zjcc
ziwr
ziwc

c
= maxj (Sij
)
c
= maxi (Sij )
w
= maxj (Sij
)
w
= maxi (Sij )

For the relation-level similarity matrices, we apply row-wise
max-pooling and row-wise mean-pooling to get the features:
rk
zirr = maxjk (Sij
)
X
0
1
rk
zirr =
(Sij
)
M
jk

The final similarity is the concatenation of these aggregated
0
features, F = [z cr ; z cc ; z wr ; z wc ; z rr ; z rr ].
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results N to be 50 for each search described in Section 2. This
results in 137.8 entity candidates on average. For our ranking
model, we set the dimension of character embeddings to be 50,
and use 100 convolutional filters of width 3, 4, and 5. In the
final MLP, the dimension of the hidden layer is 30. We set the
KG sampling size M to be 5. Margin α is set to be 0.5 in the
loss function. During training, we first train the shallow parts
(i.e., CNN and MLP) for 3 epochs with a learning rate of 10−3 .
Afterwards, we fine-tune the BERT module with a learning rate
of 10−5 for one epoch and then update the shallow parts with
a learning rate of 10−3 for another one epoch. We repeat this
fine-tuning for 5 iterations.

2.2. Entity Ranking: Ranking Model
We use a multi-layer perception (MLP) model to compute the
final similarity score as:
score = σ(b2 + W2 · ReLU (W1 · F + b1 ))
where W1 , W2 , b1 , b2 are the matrix parameters and bias terms.
We use ReLU as the activation function in the first MLP layer
and sigmoid in the second layer as the final output.
To train our model, we minimize a ranking loss, which maximizes a margin between a relevant entity e+ and an irrelevant
entity e− randomly sampled from the entity candidate set,
loss = max(α + score(t, e− ) − score(t, e+ ), 0)

3.2. Results
Following the previous work [15], we use precision, recall, and
F1 score to measure the model performance. Same as [27, 10],
we define the evaluation metrics on a per-entity basis. An extracted entity is considered correct if it is present in the set of
gold entities. For the main entity, we also consider the entity
boundary, that is, an extracted main entity is correct if its detected mention boundary overlaps with the correct one and the
entity IDs are the same.
Table 2 shows the results of the F1 scores. The recall and
precision values have similar trends, and are not presented here
due to space limit. Our proposed method achieves the best
F1 score, outperforming all of the baselines. Compared to the
previous state-of-the-art method VCG, we achieve an absolute
F1 improvement of 5% for all the entities, and more than 7% for
the main entity. We also perform an ablation study to show the
contribution of each feature. Results in Table 3 suggest that the
relation information is the most significant contributor.

where α is a constant margin (we use 0.5).
Because our model includes a deep language model (BERT)
and shallow modules (CNN, MLP), in practice it is hard to train
both parts at the same time. We propose an iterative update
approach with mixed learning rates to train our model. We
first train the shallow parts with a large learning rate rl for E
epochs. Afterwards, we fine-tune the deep language model for
one epoch with a small learning rate rs , then update the shallow
parts with learning rate rl . This fine-tuning procedure is repeated
for additional 5 epochs.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets and Experimental Setup
We use one public dataset [15], which is compiled from the
question answering dataset WebQSP [25]. All the entities mentioned in the question are extracted and linked to Wikidata by
[15]. Each question has a main entity that is essential to find the
answer. The mentions of the main entities are annotated in the
dataset. For other non-main entities, we extract their mentions
by matching their entity labels with the text. Table 1 shows the
information of the data set.

Main entity All entities
Heuristic
0.401
0.404
DBPedia Spotlight
0.629
0.595
S-MART
0.744
0.715
VCG
0.780
0.730
Ours
0.851
0.780
Table 2: EL results of our method and baselines on the WebQSP
dataset.

# Questions # Entities
WebQSP Train
3098
3794
WebQSP Test
1639
2002
Table 1: Dataset Statistics

Main entity All entities
label
0.431
0.370
description
0.616
0.534
relation
0.822
0.756
description+relation
0.829
0.712
label+relation
0.832
0.747
label+description
0.829
0.743
Full
0.851
0.780
Table 3: EL results using different features.

The detailed parameters and setups of our model are shown
in Appendix. We compare our method with four baselines:
Heuristics is a simple baseline. After the Entity Candidate
Search step, it ranks the entity candidates by their frequencies
on Wikipedia.
DBpedia Spotlight is also adopted as a baseline for EL
using the DBpedia online endpoint1 [15].
S-MART is an EL system designed specifically for short
text. It is a tree-based structured learning framework [10]. It was
first trained on the NEEL 2014 Twitter dataset and later adapted
to this QA dataset [26].
VCG combines a comprehensive set of features for EL,
including entity characters, description tokens, and KG embeddings [15], and proposes a context-aware neural network to
aggregate all these features.
For our method, in entity mention detection step, we finetune the BERT base model for 3 epochs with a learning rate 10−5 .
In the entity candidate search step, we set the number of returned
1 http://www.

We use utterance “where did andy murray started playing
tennis?” as an example to show the semantic similarity obtained
from the BERT model. The two top entity candidates for mention
“andy murray” are:
• Andy Murray, description “British tennis player”
• Andy Murray, description “Canadian ice hockey coach”
Figure 1 is a visualization of the heat map showing the tokenlevel similarity matrix between the text and the entity description.

dbpedia-spotlight.org/api
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As shown in this figure, our model successfully captures the
semantic similarity between the context words and the correct
entity’s description.

to perform sentence level disambiguation, rather than for each
mention separately, when a sentence has multiple entities.
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3.3. Error Analysis
We found the first type of errors is from mention extraction. For
instance, in ‘what county is st paul va in?”, the correct entity
is a town called St. Paul in Virginia. However, our system
extracts “st paul va” as one entity mention and links it to the
city St. Paul of Oregon. This error may be avoided if we can
detect “st paul” and “va” as two entity mentions, and then leverage the relational information to correctly link the first entity
mention. Another type of errors comes from entity candidate
search. Our system has a recall rate of about 95% for the search
component. Take “who developed the tcp ip reference model?”
as an example, our system could not retrieve the expected entity
“Transmission Control Protocol” for mention “tcp ip” because
we have not incorporated any alias mapping in the candidate
search step. The third error type can be attributed to limited
context to disambiguate entities. For example, “where george
lopes was born”.

4. Conclusion
We present a novel EL system based on multiple level text semantic matching, where we utilize a pre-trained language model
to encode the entities with their names, descriptions and other
related entities in the KG. We significantly improve over previous methods on one public dataset, and our analyses suggest the
relation information has contributed the most to capturing the semantic similarity between the mention context and entities. Our
proposed method is especially useful for a new domain where
there is no large volume of text data to jointly train the word and
KG embedding since we apply the pre-trained language model
to the KG. For future work, we would like to adapt the language
model to the KG as well as the task domain. In addition, we plan
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